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KS1
KS2
KS3
KS4
KS5

• free writiNg
• experieNce
• reDraftiNg
• iamBic peNtameter
• coNfiDeNce

key stage

PoetrYCLAss: FresH iDeAs For PoetrY LeArning FroM tHe PoetrY soCietY
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at a gLaNceage
5–7
7–11
11–14
14–16
16–18

This activity aims to encourage students to write 
with fluency and without self-censoring. I’ve 
adapted this activity from Natalie Goldberg’s 
‘Wild Mind’, published by Rider in 1991. 

First, give out the activity sheets and read the 
extract from my poem Forget with the students.

Now introduce the writing activity, outlining the 
guidelines to the students. Tell them:

1. Keep your hand moving (write everything)
2. Be specific. Not tree, but sycamore. Not car, 
but Mini
3. Don’t think. Go with your first thoughts
4. Don’t worry about spelling, punctuation or 
grammar (you can go back to this afterwards) 
5. You are free to write the worst rubbish 
ever written (give yourself permission to 
make mistakes!)

Now direct the students to the poet’s tip on the 
activity sheet and time them as they write for 
three minutes.

Developing fluency

Next, ask them to continue for another three 
minutes, beginning on a clean sheet if necessary. 
This time they should begin with ‘I don’t 
remember…’ and keep going. They should aim to 

keep writing, even if they question ‘how can I write 
about what I don’t remember…?’ The activity suggests 
that they could think about ‘the things you don’t care 
to remember, but remember underneath all the same’.

redraft and structure

As a follow-up, they could refine their writing into a 
more structured piece, e.g. with 10 syllables per line. 
The activity can be used as the basis for an exercise 
in re-writing from a draft. Some variations you could 
use on the ‘I remember / I don’t remember’ structure 
are ‘I want / I don’t want’, ‘I like / I don’t like’ and ‘I 
am / I am not’.

Free writing
By Dorothea smartt
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Forget

extract from Forget 
Dorothea smartt

… 
I don’t remember the sound  
the jab of your words shattering me  
as you chatted on dismissing a quiet plea  
saying again don’t be boring shuddering  
as another piece hit the playground tarmac  
spreading into a pool of once-me  
trampled again and again  
by my big sister’s silences and refusals  
to look me in the eye at least

I don’t remember my wanting you  
to do the enid blyton best friend thing  
and rescue me from the little girls that bullied me 
…
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Try to write for three minutes. Begin it 
with ‘I remember…’ and keep going without 
stopping. After the three minutes, stop.

I remember

I don’t remember

Now write for another three minutes on what you don’t 
remember. What are the things you don’t care to remember, 
but remember underneath all the same? Keep going... write!

Use your ideas to draft a poem. 
Refine and edit it.

Name:

Free writing
1

2

3
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When you get stuck and feel you have 
nothing to say, write, ‘I remember…’ again 
and keep going.  Once you get going, try 

to follow your mind wherever  
it takes you.  

Poet’s tiP


